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Abstract An efficient long-term storage of cryogenic pro-1

pellants is a challenge for future space exploration missions.2

The vapour bubbles formed as a result of boil-off in the tank3

walls can generate foam structures, which could be hazardous4

in different operations in orbit. A recently proposed approach5

to control the dynamics of bubbles is based on the generation6

of an acoustic field by means of a piezoelectric transducer.7

This technology needs to be validated at cryogenic tempera-8

tures in order to be applicable in space. In this perspective,9

different piezoelectric elements and matching layer materials10

have been tested at cryogenic temperatures to assess their11

performance at such environmental conditions. We consider12

the use of soft PZT piezoceramics coupled with an epoxy13

resin as the matching layer. Experimental data reveal that14

epoxy resin-based acoustic matching layers exhibit a linear15

increase in the transmittance of the acoustic amplitude at16

cryogenic conditions. The peak-to-peak amplitude increases17

as temperature decreases up to a factor of 1.6. This result18

opens the possibility of generating and transmitting acoustic19

waves at cryogenic temperatures, which could be used in20

the recently proposed technology to control the dynamics of21

vapour bubbles in cryogenic fuel tanks.22
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Introduction 25

One of the key requirements to enable long-term space ex- 26

ploration missions is the effective management of cryogenic 27

propellants in a microgravity environment. Cryogenic fluid 28

management in weightlessness provides a number of fun- 29

damental physical challenges, such as the storage of fluids, 30

the transfer of propellant, and an accurate monitoring and 31

gauging of fluids (Lacovic et al., 1968; Glover, 1991; Dodge, 32

2000; Donabedian, 2003; Motil et al., 2007; Chato, 2009; 33

Doherty et al., 2010; Muratov et al., 2011). 34

Given the role played by cryogenic propellants (LH2, 35

LCH4, LOX) in long-term missions (Sutton and Biblarz, 36

2001), understanding their behavior over long periods of 37

storage is of crucial importance. In fact, the use of engines 38

based on these cryogenic propellants in future missions relies 39

on the feasibility of their storage in microgravity conditions. 40

Issues associated to fluid storage, such as the cryogenic pro- 41

pellant loss due to boil-off require a proper management. The 42

vapour bubbles formed as a result of boil-off at hot spots 43

in the fuel tank can generate foam structures, which could 44

be hazardous in different operations in orbit. Since current 45

heat insulation technologies are not able to provide a suffi- 46

cient control of boil-off for long times, other techniques are 47

required to minimize the effects of boiling in fuel tanks. 48

A recently proposed approach to manage boiling in fuel 49

tanks consists in using acoustic fields for the control and re- 50

moval of vapour bubbles (Quintana-Buil et al., 2018; López- 51

Martı́nez et al., 2020). This technology requires far fewer 52

resources than the currently existing methods (ullage pres- 53

surization and ullage motor) and is very relevant for cryo- 54

genic propellant storage in microgravity. The approach lies 55

in placing piezoelectric transducers close to the locations 56

of the potential vapour bubble formation. As a result of the 57

Bjerknes force (Leighton, 1974; Crum, 1975) exerted on the 58

vapour bubbles by the acoustic wave generated by the trans- 59
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ducer, bubbles may move away from the region of bubble60

generation towards the subcooled liquid where they will col-61

lapse. This technique is currently under study in microgravity62

conditions at non-cryogenic temperatures, and it should be63

validated at cryogenic temperatures to be applicable in space.64

However, it is difficult to generate a sufficiently strong acous-65

tic signal at very low temperatures mainly due to two facts:66

on the one hand, there is a little understanding on materials67

able to provide a suitable piezoelectric response at cryogenic68

temperatures; on the other hand, the acoustic matching layer69

material in the transducer usually losses its transmission prop-70

erties at low temperatures. Therefore, finding an appropriate71

piezoelectric material to be used as active element, and an72

efficient matching layer to propagate the required acoustic73

wave at cryogenic temperatures, is a challenge since no re-74

lated research has ever been addressed, probably due to the75

lack of potential applications.76

In this paper, we show that acoustic waves can be gener-77

ated and transmitted at cryogenic temperatures using a lead78

zirconate titanate (PZT) based material as active piezoelectric79

element, and an epoxy resin as matching layer. The epoxy80

resin shows a higher transmittance at low temperature, result-81

ing in an increase of the amplitude of the transmitted wave82

in comparison with that obtained at room temperature. The83

obtained results open the possibility to generate and transmit84

acoustic waves at cryogenic temperatures, which could be85

applied to a broad range of space-related technologies. In86

particular, our results have a direct application in the recently87

proposed approach to control the dynamics of vapour bubbles88

in cryogenic fuel tanks.89

Experimental setup and procedure90

A transducer-rod system was built to test the performance of91

a set of piezoelectric ceramics to be used as active element92

for generating ultrasonic pulses at cryogenic temperatures93

(Figure 1a). The system consists of an aluminum rod 75 mm94

long and 12 mm × 12 mm square section. The shape of the95

rod ensures that one face of the rod is always in thermal con-96

tact with the platform connected to the cold finger, ensuring97

an optimal heat transfer from the cryogenic system to the98

transducer-rod system. Different materials have been tested99

as propagation material, such as steel, brass, and iron, but100

we decided to focus on aluminum due to its wide range of101

applications in the space industry.102

Two disk-shaped (1 mm thickness and 10 mm diameter)103

piezoelectric ceramics were mechanically attached at each104

end of the rod, braced by two endless screws. The piezoce-105

ramics act directly as transducers transforming an electrical106

signal to an acoustic signal and vice-versa. One transducer107

acts as emitter while the other one acts as receiver. Different108

materials for the matching layer between the ceramics and109

the rod were tested with the aim to ensure an optimal acoustic110

a)

b)

Fig. 1 Pictures of the transducer-rod system with a) aluminum and b)
epoxy resin as the propagation material. Two piezoceramics discs are
attached at each end of the rod, one acting as emitter and the other as
receiver.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup (not to scale).

energy transfer to the aluminum rod. Measurements of the 111

speed of sound in Araldite were also carried out, in order 112

to know how the specific impedance of the matching layer 113

is affected by temperature changes. An Araldite cylinder of 114

diameter d = 12 mm and length L = 96 mm was built and 115

used as the transducer-rod system (Figure 1b). 116

Experimental measurements were carried out in a closed- 117

loop cryogenic system. Liquid helium was recirculated through 118

a cold finger using an ARS-4HW compressor. The transducer- 119

rod system was placed inside a custom high-vacuum chamber 120

with cylindrical shape, with a height of 20 cm and a diameter 121

of 25 cm. Through thermal contact, the cold-finger is able 122

to cool the cryogenic chamber to temperatures around 20 K. 123

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is presented 124

in Figure 2. Temperature was reduced from 300 K to 87 K, 125

while the pressure in the chamber ranged from 10−5 mbar to 126

10−7 mbar. Rectangular pulses with an amplitude of Vpp = 20 127

V and a width of 250 ns were generated at a frequency of 1 128

kHz using an Agilent 33220A signal generator, and sent to 129

the emitter transducer. The electric pulse was converted to 130

an acoustic signal that traveled through the aluminum rod, 131

and converted back to an electric signal by the receiver trans- 132
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ducer. The electric signal at the receiver was captured using133

an oscilloscope Keysight DSOX2004A. In order to reduce134

the inherent noise, the signal was averaged.135

Results and discussion136

A plane acoustic wave entering a flat boundary between137

media A and C will partially reflect to A and partially transmit138

to C. The amplitude of the reflected and transmitted waves is139

determined by the ratio of the media impedance. The specific140

acoustic impedance Z of a medium is given by Z = ρc, where141

ρ is the density and c is the acoustic velocity. The reflectance142

Re and transmittance Tr of an incoming wave are given by:143

Re =

(
ZC−ZA

ZC +ZA

)2

, (1)

and

Tr =
4ZCZA

(ZC +ZA)2 , (2)

where ZA and ZC are the specific acoustic impedance of media144

A and C, respectively.145

When a medium B of length L is inserted between A and
C, the transmittance of the acoustic intensity from A to C can
be computed by (Hotate et al., 2015):

Tr = 4

[(√
ZC

ZA
+

√
ZA

ZC

)2

cos2
(

2πL
λB

)
+

]
[
+

(
ZB√
ZAZC

+

√
ZAZC

ZB

)2

sin2
(

2πL
λB

)] -1
, (3)

where ZB is the specific acoustic impedance of B, and λB146

is the acoustic wavelength in B. In the particular case of147

ZB =
√

ZAZC and L = λB/4, the transmittance is equal to 1,148

which indicates that the acoustic wave enters the medium C149

losslessly. In our case of study, ZA in Equation 3 corresponds150

to the specific acoustic impedance of the piezoelectric ele-151

ment (ZA = ZPiezo = 33 MRa), ZB is the specific acoustic152

impedance of the matching layer material ZMatching-layer,153

and ZC corresponds to the specific acoustic impedance of154

the propagation material: Aluminum in our experimental155

tests (ZC = ZAluminum = 17 MRa). Assuming that ZPiezo156

and ZAluminum remain constant in the temperature range157

between 150 K and 300 K, one can consider that the tempera-158

ture dependence of ZMatching-layer may significantly modify159

the transmittance.160

Different piezoelectric and matching layer materials were161

tested at cryogenic temperatures to assess their performance.162

A soft PZT-based piezoceramics (850 from APC Interna-163

tional, Ltd.) showed a moderate decrease of the piezoelectric164

activity as the temperature decreased. Piezoelectric single165

162 K179 K195 K254 K300 K
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Fig. 3 Pulsed signal in the transducer-rod made of epoxy resin. Colored
arrows mark the time at which the acoustic pulse arrived at the receiver
sensor. Note that an offset in the y-axis for the different signals have
been added for a better visualization.

crystals were discarded in this study because their high cost 166

and complex manufacturing are limiting factors for their 167

use on a large scale. Concerning the matching layer, the 168

best results were obtained using an Araldite epoxy resin, 169

which showed an unexpected linear increase in the acoustic 170

impedance when the temperature decreased. Other materials 171

tested (cyanocrylate, silver paint, conductive silver epoxy) 172

showed a significant drop in the received signal amplitude 173

as the temperature decreased, so that the signal/noise ratio 174

became too low. 175

The origin of the increase in the epoxy resin acoustic 176

impedance as the temperature decreases can be found in the 177

variation of the speed of sound in the resin as a function 178

of temperature. Several experimental measurements of the 179

speed of sound in Araldite were carried out in order to know 180

how the specific impedance of the matching layer is affected 181

by temperature changes. Acoustic pulses sent from the emit- 182

ter at one edge of the cylinder were captured by the receiver 183

at the opposite edge. Figure 3 shows the signal at different 184

temperatures, where arrows show the time at which the sig- 185

nal was received. The signal arrived faster at the receiver as 186

the temperature decreased, which indicates that the speed 187

of sound in Araldite increases as the temperature decreases 188

(Figure 4). The criteria for the determination of the time of 189

arrival was to set the maximum sensivity at the oscilloscope 190

and measure manually the time of arrival. As the temperature 191

drops, the signal-to-noise ratio lowers until the measurement 192

of the time of arrival became unreliable for temperatures 193

below 162 K. 194

The solid line in Figure 4 corresponds to the linear fit
c(T ) = aT + b, where a = −2.79± 0.08 m/s/K and b =

2758.7±17.9 m/s. Assuming a constant density ρAraldite =
1.07 kg/m3, the behaviour of the acoustic velocity results in
a linear increase of the specific impedance as the temperature
decreases, as:

ZAraldite(T ) = ρAraldite · c(T )≈ ρAraldite · (aT +b). (4)
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Fig. 4 Speed of sound in the epoxy resin as a function of temperature.
Circles: experimental data; solid line: linear fit.

Once a relation between the matching layer impedance
and temperature is established, the following question emerge:
How will affect a small variation in ZAraldite to the amplitude
of the acoustic signal? With the aim to answer this ques-
tion, one should note that the peak-to-peak amplitude at the
receiver transducer can be written as:

V theo
pp (receiver) = (Tr)

2 ·Vpp(emitter), (5)

where the superscript theo refers to “theoretical”, Vpp(emitter)195

is the peak-to-peak amplitude sent to the emitter (Vpp = 20 V196

in our experiments), and Tr is the transmittance (Equation 3).197

The quadratic dependence on Tr is associated to the number198

of interface changes that must be crossed by the acoustic199

pulses: (i) Piezoceramics→ Araldite→ Aluminum, and (ii)200

Aluminum→ Araldite→ Piezoceramics.201

The only term that depends on the temperature in Equa-202

tion 5 is the transmittance. The dependence in temperature203

of Tr is governed by the temperature variation of the specific204

acoustic impedance of Araldite. Hence, inserting Equation 4205

into Equation 3, and Equation 3 into Equation 5, a theoretical206

prediction of the peak-to-peak amplitude as a function of the207

temperature is obtained.208

At room temperature, cAraldite = 1935 m/s, resulting in209

ZAraldite = 2.07 MRa, while at 87 K, cAraldite ≈ 2500 m/s,210

resulting in ZAraldite = 2.67 MRa. Inserting the values of211

ZAraldite into Equation 3, we obtain Tr = 0.03 at room tem-212

perature and Tr = 0.05 at 87 K. This corresponds to an in-213

crease in the amplitude of the acoustic signal by a factor of214

1.67.215

In order to experimentally observed the increase in ampli-216

tude as temperature decreases, the transducer-rod system in217

Figure 1a have been used with Araldite as the acoustic match-218

ing layer in cryogenic conditions. The transmitted acoustic219

signal travels at the speed of sound through the aluminum220

rod and after 12 µs, the signal is received in the receiver221

transducer and converted back to an electric signal. Fig. 5222

shows an example of the shape of the received signal at223

different temperatures. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the224
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Fig. 5 Shape of the received acoustic signal (peak-to-peak amplitude
as a function of time) at different temperatures.
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Fig. 6 Peak-to-peak amplitude of the received acoustic signal as a func-
tion of the temperature. Circles: experimental data; solid line: theoretical
prediction.

received voltage, Vpp(receiver), increases as the temperature 225

decreases. 226

The value of Vpp(receiver) was measured at different tem- 227

peratures, from room temperature to a temperature slightly 228

below the boiling point of liquid oxygen (Fig. 6). The peak- 229

to-peak amplitude increases as temperature decreases, up to a 230

factor of 1.62 (comparing the experimental data at 85 K and 231

300 K). This is in agreement with the theoretical prediction 232

of a factor of 1.67, and is due to the increase of the acoustic 233

impedance of the epoxy resin as the temperature decreases. 234

The results confirm that by using the appropriate matching 235

layer material in cryogenic conditions, one could obtain a 236

sufficiently strong acoustic signal to control the formation 237

and dynamics of vapour bubbles in LOX tanks. 238

Conclusions 239

Long-term space exploration missions will require an effi- 240

cient control of boil-off in cryogenic fuel tanks. The use 241

of acoustic waves generated by a piezoelectric device is a 242

promising technology for this purpose. In this perspective, an 243

experimental setup was built to test the feasibility of generat- 244
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ing and propagating acoustic signals at low temperatures. The245

performance of different piezoelectric elements and match-246

ing layer materials were tested at cryogenic temperatures.247

Promising results were obtained using a soft PZT piezoce-248

ramics, coupled with an Araldite epoxy resin acting as the249

matching layer. Experimental data revealed that epoxy resin-250

based acoustic matching layers can exhibit an increase in251

the transmittance at cryogenic conditions. The peak-to-peak252

amplitude of the received signal have been measured at dif-253

ferent temperatures, from room temperature to a temperature254

slightly below the boiling point of liquid oxygen, showing255

an increase up to a factor of 1.6 compared with the one ob-256

tained at room temperature. This is explained by the linear257

increase in the acoustic impedance of the epoxy resin as the258

temperature is reduced. Theoretical predictions are in good259

agreement with experimental results. In summary, the selec-260

tion of a soft PZT-based piezoceramics as active transducer261

element and Araldite epoxy resin as matching layer is an262

important step in the development of the proposed strategy263

for the control of bubbles by means of acoustic waves at264

cryogenic temperatures.265
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